SPAN 301, 302, & 303; or 314, 315, & 316.
- Experiential Learning (EL) while taking 301/2/3 or 314/15/16; 30 hours = 1 CR of SPAN 392 per quarter; total 60 hours/2 CR in two quarters. Or 1 quarter, any level in an approved study abroad program.
- SPAN 321
- SPAN 322  May be taken in any order
- SPAN 323
- SPAN 3xx literature elective; one course chosen from 304-308, 319, 339, 340, 350-352, 394, or 395.
- SPAN 4xx: 5 courses between 400 and 499, only one of which may be numbered 400-405

For course descriptions see:
http://www.washington.edu/students/crscat/spanish.html

Spanish course progression at UW campus:

**Concurrent enrollment is allowed in 301 or 314 and 321; 322; or 323.**
*Exp. Learning while in 301/314 & 302/315; or in 302/315 & 303/316. 1CR/30 hrs/quarter; total 2CR/60hrs
**Division of Spanish and Portuguese Studies**  
**Spanish Major Requirements**

### Sample Spanish course schedules on UW campus:

#### Student A admitted autumn quarter; took 203 @ UW previous spring:
- **Autumn:** SPAN 301 & 392, SPAN 321  
- **Winter:** SPAN 302 & 392, SPAN 322  
- **Spring:** SPAN 303, SPAN 323  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 3XX literature and SPAN 403  
- **Winter:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 4XX  
- **Spring:** SPAN 406 and SPAN 4XX

#### Student B is a heritage student admitted winter quarter:
- **Winter:** SPAN 314 & 392, SPAN 322  
- **Spring:** SPAN 315 & 392, 323, 3XX literature  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 316 and SPAN 321  
- **Winter:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 4XX  
- **Spring:** SPAN 406 and SPAN 4XX  
- **Summer:** SPAN 4XX

#### Student C admitted spring quarter; took 203 @ UW previous winter:
- **Spring:** SPAN 301  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 302 & 392, SPAN 321  
- **Winter:** SPAN 303 & 392, 322, 3XX literature  
- **Spring:** SPAN 323 and SPAN 4XX literature  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 4XX and 403  
- **Winter:** SPAN 406 and 4XX

#### Student D is a heritage student admitted autumn quarter:
- **Autumn:** SPAN 314 and SPAN 321  
- **Winter:** SPAN 315 & 392, SPAN 322  
- **Spring:** SPAN 316 & 392, 323, 3XX literature  
- **Summer:** SPAN 4XX  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 403 and SPAN 4XX  
- **Winter:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 4XX

#### Student E admitted winter quarter; took 203 @ UW previous autumn:
- **Winter:** SPAN 301 & 392, SPAN 322  
- **Spring:** SPAN 302 & 392, SPAN 323  
- **Summer:** SPAN 303 and SPAN 3XX literature  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 321 and SPAN 403  
- **Winter:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 406  
- **Spring:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 4XX

#### Student F admitted autumn quarter; took 301 @ UW previous summer:
- **Autumn:** SPAN 321 and SPAN 3XX literature  
- **Winter:** SPAN 302 & 392, SPAN 322  
- **Spring:** SPAN 303 & 392, SPAN 323  
- **Autumn:** SPAN 403 and SPAN 4XX  
- **Winter:** SPAN 4XX and SPAN 4XX  
- **Spring:** SPAN 406

### IMPORTANT KEYS TO REMEMBER:

1. These are sample schedules and do not reflect every possible scenario.
2. Each example shows Spanish courses only. In some cases, students will also be taking general education requirements and/or electives. The College of Arts & Sciences general education requirements are listed at:


3. SPAN 321 and SPAN 322 are offered only once each year; autumn and winter quarters, respectively.
4. SPAN 323 is offered only in spring and summer A term.
5. If you choose to study abroad, your schedule will look different. Please schedule an appointment with your adviser for help with study abroad course planning.